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Pathway splitting in denitrifying 
bacterial communities



Pathway splitting: obligate cross-feeding
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Nitri!iers as an example

Costa et al., 2006; Daims et al., 2015; van Kessel et al., 2015
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Complete nitri!ers (comammox) found in 2015:

isolated from bio!lms, putatively  
under selection for yield

See also P!e"er & Bonhoe"er, 2004; Tsoi et al., 2017

putatively under selection  
for rate of ATP generation



Why do denitri!iers split pathways?

pH as the respective pre-cultures) with 2mM NO3
! for

the complete denitrifiers and 1mM NO2
! for those

lacking nitrate reductase. The air in the headspace
had been replaced with He and 1% (v/v) O2. The
cultures were incubated with vigorous stirring at
23 °C in a robotized incubation system enabling the
quantification of O2, CO2, NO, N2O and N2 in the
headspace of respiring cultures (Molstad et al., 2007)
but with a modified GC system (Qu et al., 2014).
Frequent gas sampling from headspace during the
transition from aerobic respiration to denitrification
provided high-resolution gas kinetics which,
coupled to NO2

! and OD660 measurements, allowed
detailed characterization of the denitrification phe-
notypes of the isolates under the given conditions.

Results
Total viable counts after 14 days of incubation were
4.71! 107 ± 8.62! 106 (n=10) and 3.14! 107 ±
3.06! 106 (n=7) CFUs g! 1 of wet soil for the high-
and low pH soils, respectively. This accounted
for ~ 0.4% and 0.3% of the total cell number,
determined by epifluorescence microscopic counts
(1.19! 1010 ± 6.15! 109 cells g!1 soil for the high pH
soil and 1.1!1010 ± 4.1! 109 cells g! 1 soil for the low

pH soil). Altogether, 176 isolates were obtained as
pure cultures. Of these, 99 isolates were from the
high pH soil (series A) and 77 isolates were from the
low pH soil with 50 isolates in series B (isolated on
medium with pH=7.3) and 27 isolates in series C
(isolated on medium with pH=5.7). End-point
analysis of NO3

!, NO2
!, NO, N2O, and N2 allowed

the determination of a phenotype for each isolate
able to perform at least one step in the reduction of
NO3

! to N2 (Figure 1). Isolates that could perform
nitrate reduction, and/or at least one step of
denitrification, were obtained in similar numbers
from the low and the high pH soils, and comprised
representatives of all possible truncations of the
denitrification chain, except the phenotype ‘Only
NOR’ which could not be detected by our isolation
scheme.

Among the 99 isolates from the high pH soil, 36
could perform at least one of the reduction steps
(Figure 1). For the low pH soil, this fraction was 44%
(34 out of 77 isolates; 23 from the B series and 11
from the C series). There were all in all 30 isolates
that qualified as denitrifiers sensu stricto, that is,
with the capacity to reduce nitrite to NO, 14 from the
high pH soil (A) and 16 from the low pH soil (B and C
combined). Altogether, nine of these isolates were
full-fledged denitrifiers (5.7% of the total 176

Figure 1 Phenotypic classification of new soil isolates able to perform at least one step in the dissimilatory reduction of NO3
!, NO2

!, NO,
and N2O. The phenotypes were designated as NAR, NIR, NOR, and N2OR. The end points (N2, N2O, NO, NO2

!, or NH4
+) are indicated inside

the colored bars. DNRA designates dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium. A total of 176 bacterial isolates were investigated; 99
from a soil of pHH2O 7.4 (dark gray) and 77 from a soil of pHH2O 3.7 (white). Bacteria from the low pH soil were isolated either on medium of
pH 7.3 (Series B) or pH 5.7 (Series C). The color codes that identify the different phenotypes are used to indicate the phenotype of the
isolates in the phylogenetic trees presented in Figures 2 and 3. NAR*/NIR*, N2OR indicates organisms which reduced NO3

!/NO2
!, but with

no corresponding gases detected in the end-point analysis. End-point ammonium measurements did not classify these organisms as
DNRA. They were, however, capable of reduction of externally provided N2O.

Phenotypic and genotypic richness of denitrifiers
P Lycus et al
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1. What environmental factors drive denitri!cation pathway splitting? 

2. An attempt to select for pathway splitting in the lab 

3. A proposed theory connecting environment to physiology and 
selection

Overview



What environmental factors might drive pathway splitting?

• 189 topsoil samples 
• Soil characterization (C, N, P, K, pH, …) 
• Shotgun metagenomes (KO abundances, …) 
• Limitation: too shallow for MAGs (Zeqian Li)

LETTER RESEARCH

Extended Data Fig. 1 | Distribution of topsoil samples and diversity 
patterns of phyla. a, A map of samples used for metagenomic and 
metabarcoding analysis. Colours indicate biomes as shown in the legend. 
Desert samples were only used in metabarcoding analysis and were 
excluded in comparative analysis of functional and taxonomic patterns. 
Black symbols refer to samples from an independent soil dataset (145 
topsoil samples; Supplementary Table!1) that were used for validation of 

our results. b, Relationship between the diversity of major microbial phyla 
(classes for Proteobacteria) and environmental variables across the global 
soil samples (n = 197 biologically independent samples). Only regression 
lines for significant relationships after Bonferroni correction are shown. 
Diversity was measured using Hellinger-transformed matrices on the basis 
of inverse Simpson index. Latitude, absolute latitude.

© 2018 Springer Nature Limited. All rights reserved.

Bahram et al., 2018

metagenomic “g-vectors”

data courtesy of Mo Bahram



Two modes of variation in pathway composition 

Nar

Nar/Nir

(nitrite specialist)
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Non-negative matrix factorization (Lee & Seung, 1999)

hi, wi � 0
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Fast/high yield nitrite reductase

Slow/low yield nitrite reductase



pH best predictor of variation in pathway structure 
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pH controls which mode 
dominates 

N = 100

Nar mode

Nar/Nir mode

pH →



Potential mechanism: pH affects nitrite toxicity 

spontaneous protonation to 
nitrous acid, nitric oxide 

a"ects enzyme metal centers
bu"ered*

unbu"ered*

*see for ex. Wilks & Slonczewski, 2020



Pathway splitting a possible solution to nitrite toxicity

Segregating metabolic processes into di"erent microbial cells accelerates  
the consumption of inhibitory substrates, Lilja & Johnson, 2016

Splitting the pathway 
reduces intracellular 

resource competition 

→ 

reduces accumulation of 
nitrite

depleted, intracellular resources are then increas-
ingly available to the enzyme that transforms the
intermediate and the rate of transformation of the
intermediate would increase (Figure 1a, late time).
Indeed, experiments and mathematical simulations
support inter-enzyme competition as an explana-
tion for the accumulation of intermediates within
some microbial populations (Thomsen et al., 1994;
Almeida et al., 1995b).

An important expectation of inter-enzyme competi-
tion, then, is that competition is eliminated when the
enzyme that transforms the parent substrate and the
enzyme that transforms the intermediate are segre-
gated into different microbial cell types (Figure 1c).
The enzyme that transforms the intermediate would
then have increased access to intracellular resources
that would otherwise be diverted to the enzyme that
transforms the parent substrate. The consequence is
that the rate of transformation of the intermediate
would increase, thus reducing the accumulation of the
intermediate and decreasing its growth-inhibiting
effects (Figure 1d).

If inter-enzyme competition occurs then it leads
to the following prediction: substrate cross-feeding
should accelerate substrate consumption as the
growth-inhibiting effects of the intermediate
increase. This is because substrate cross-feeding
breaks inter-enzyme competition and reduces the
accumulation of the intermediate (Figures 1b and d),
thus decreasing its growth-inhibiting effects. We note
that this prediction does not state that substrate
cross-feeding results in faster substrate consumption
than complete consumption, as this transition point
depends on a variety of environmental and biologi-
cal factors. It also does not predict when substrate

cross-feeding is likely to evolve. Instead, it simply
states that substrate cross-feeding increases the rate
of substrate consumption relative to complete
consumption as the growth-inhibiting effects of
the intermediate increase. Empirical evidence to
support this prediction, however, remains anecdotal.
For example, while substrate cross-feeding is often
observed for the consumption of environmental
pollutants that produce toxic and growth-inhibiting
intermediates (de Souza et al., 1998; Møller et al.,
1998; Pelz et al., 1999; Drzyzga and Gottschal 2002;
Holmes et al., 2006), there is no empirical evidence
that substrate cross-feeding itself accelerates the
consumption of those pollutants.

Our objective was to experimentally test this
prediction, and thus test a mechanism that explains
how segregating different metabolic processes into
different microbial cell types might affect microbial
processes. To accomplish this, we genetically engi-
neered a novel substrate cross-feeding system based
on the denitrification pathway of the Gram-negative
bacterium Pseudomonas stutzeri A1501 (Yan et al.,
2008). In the absence of oxygen, P. stutzeri can
support its growth by sequentially reducing nitrate
(NO3

!) to nitrite (NO2
!), nitric oxide (NO), nitrous

oxide (N2O) and finally to dinitrogen gas (N2), where
the nitrogen oxides serve as terminal electron
acceptors (Lalucat et al., 2006). We constructed three
isogenic mutant strains of P. stutzeri A1501 that
differ in their ability to reduce nitrate and nitrite
(note that asparagine is supplied in excess as the
nitrogen source for biosynthesis; Figure 2 and
Supplementary Table 1). One strain completely
reduces nitrate to dinitrogen gas (strain A1601;
designated as the completely consuming strain),
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Figure 1 Hypothesis for how segregating metabolic processes among different cell types could accelerate substrate consumption.
Consider a metabolic pathway where a primary substrate (S) is transformed by an enzyme (Es) into an intermediate (I). The intermediate is
then further transformed by another enzyme (EI) into an end product (P). (a) If ES and EI compete for the same finite pool of an intracellular
resource and ES has preferential access to that resource, then I will accumulate at early times and only be consumed at later times. (b) The
consequence is the transient accumulation of I. (c) Conversely, if ES and EI are segregated into different cell types, then competition is
eliminated and EI has increased access to the intracellular resource. (d) The consequence is the increased consumption and reduced
accumulation of I.

Effect of segregating metabolic processes
EE Lilja and DR Johnson
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8-fold dilution (~3 generations per cycle)

infer genotypes and  
relative abundances 
 via metagenomics  

and binning
?

?
6

*Thanks to Luis and Kaumudi!

Can we select for pathway splitting in an enrichment experiment?

6 soil 
samples*

?

?

3 day 
cycles 12 cycles

Do split pathways outcompete 
the full pathway at lower pH?



Enrichments select for full pathways, 
but pH selects different specializations

Phenotypes at pH 7.3  
predicted* from MAGs

nitrite specialists 
selected at pH 7.3

nitrate specialists 
selected at pH 6.0

pH 6.0 pH 7.3

Communities at cycle 12

*Gowda et al. 2021
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Approximating !itness in the enrichment experiment

A � KA, I � KI
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simulating full 
equations 

for 12 cycles

x - biomass density 
A - nitrate concentration 
I - nitrite concentration x



Proposal for a theory

pH 7.3

possible 
phenotypes

Competition for intracellular resources. See also 
Johnson et al., 2012; Lilja & Johnson, 2016.

1. Phenotypes are constrained by 
pH-speci!c tradeo" curve

PAO1 knockouts (pH 7.3)

WT

ΔnirS

ΔnarG



Proposal for a theory

!ttest phenotype
Nar/Nir generalist/ 

nitrite specialist

pH 7.3

1. Phenotypes are constrained by 
pH-speci!c tradeo" curve 

2. The curve is concave down at 
neutral pH



How might pH impact the tradeoff curves?

pH 7.3

pH 6.0

bu"ered

unbu"ered



Proposal for a theory

1. Phenotypes are constrained by 
pH-speci!c tradeo" curve 

2. The curve is concave down at 
neutral pH 

3. The curve is deformed 
asymmetrically as pH decreases

pH 7.3

pH 6.0

pH 5.0

Assumption: nitrite toxicity 
harms μI more than μA



Proposal for a theory

pH 7.3

pH 6.0

pH 5.0
Nar/Nir (nitrate specialist)

Nar strain (pathway split)

Nar/Nir (generalist)

Pathway splitting via 
asymmetric tradeo"

1. Phenotypes are constrained by 
pH-speci!c tradeo" curve 

2. The curve is concave down at 
neutral pH 

3. The curve is deformed 
asymmetrically as pH decreases



Next steps

pH 7.3

pH 6.0

pH 5.0

• Enrichments reveal “!ttest points” on 
tradeo" curve.  

• Perform enrichment experiments at 
lower pH levels 

• Isolate/phenotype strains 
• Locally characterize tradeo" curves 

Kyle Crocker



Summary

pH →
• pH drives variation in denitri!cation metagenome 

structure consistent with pathway splitting 
• Possible mechanism: nitrite toxicity increases as pH 

decreases from neutral 
• Proposed theory: pathway splitting occurs via 

asymmetric tradeo" induced by toxicity
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